manuscripts is significantly different from that found in the important 14th century saga manuscripts. Therefore all dictionaries, grammars, and reading editions employ a normalized orthography. However, regrettably not all the same.
Our knowledge of the Old Icelandic phoneme system is based on analysis of the spelling used in the manuscripts and on the so-called First Grammatical Treatise, which was originally written at the first part of the 12th century, predating the earliest extant manuscripts by several decades. Making use of minimal pairs the author of this work establishes a vowel system with a long, a short, and a (long) nasal subsystem. Of the latter only traces are left in the manuscripts, which might point to exemplars, which marked nasals.
The vowel system in stressed syllables in use at the onset of the manuscript tradition is the following
Further there are the diphthongs /au/, /ey/ and /ei/.
This system underwent the following changes. /ā/ and /ǭ/ coincided around 1250, the result being written á (in mss also a). /ǫ/ and /ø/ coincided in the 2nd half of the 13th century, the result in normalized texts being written as ö, as in modern Icelandic. /ǣ/ and /¿/ coincided ; the result is usually denoted as ae in normalized texts, as in modern Icelandic. In the case of /ö/ the manuscripts continue to use the various spellings for the two earlier phonemes. In the case of the merged /ae/ the manuscripts usually employ the traditional spellings for the old /ae/, but occasionally old /oe/ spellings linger. Those editors wishing to represent the old situation with /aeµ/ and /øµ/ have chosen different notations for these phonemes. The spelling ae vs. oe has two drawbacks: in italics the two look almost the same, and although both vowels are long, there is no length mark as in the other long vowels, á, é, etc. Therefore Noreen and also the Dictionary of Old Norse Prose (ONP) have chosen to use ǽ and ø;.
In unstressed syllables only 3 vowels occur: /A/, /I/ and /U/. /A/ is identified with short /a/, while /I/ can be identified either with /e/ or /i/. As far as I know, no manuscript uses one of these identifications
